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Stereo violin with various reverb effects or total 'drum' stereo. The sounds are taken from ‘Chamber’ and ‘Stage’ patches of Adagio Violins Vol 1. Like its previous Soundfont format version, you can also play the whole thing as a VST plug-in, choose from a range of convenient factory presets or use your own LFO curves as modulation. The idea behind
'Chamber' and 'Stage' is to capture the ambience of a live string section. The first section should be played like a chamber, with the other sections used to add fills or choirs. Enter the world of live orch-style playing with this super-smooth legato sample library. Whether you're a pianist, guitarist, a percussionist, singer-songwriter or recording studio
consultant, the world of Adagio Violins is where to find legato samples you can trust. Adagio Violins is essentially a one-man project, while AV1 was built over a period of two years with the help of Colin O'Malley, an Emmy-nominated orchestrator and studio musician. His aim was to create the most authentic, accurate legato samples possible, with

perhaps the most versatile performance library on the market. All of our violins are recorded using the same sound material that can be used in other Kontakt libraries, and this means that we have an abundance of instruments from which to choose when recording. We have 16 violins that comprise the Taringa Violin library, and from the data sheet
we can see that there are violin kits available with 3 strings, 4 or 5 strings, one with 5 strings and one with 6. You can find out more details about the Taringa library on the Kontakt website.
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Adagio Violins Vol.2 has been in the making for the last 10 years and was originally released on Tonehammer Studio's EPM label. 2 years on, 8Dio Productions has now released a remastered 2nd edition, thoroughly updated for 8Dio/Adagio Violins Vol 1 users. Featuring 190 samples in 9 varieties of legato including some of the most popular flams,
rubatos, staccatas, and twelves, it boasts 6 dynamic levels and 4 mic positions to match any size orchestra, and is fully compatible with both VSL and AV format. The editor allows you to access all of the library's legato samples from one single editing screen, with full automation of the most important parameters, CCs and volume envelopes. The

sample library is available for use in both VST and Audio Units (AU) formats. The VST version, supplied in 48 kHz/24-bit-optimised WAV format, also includes a collection of 12 configurations for four different Steinberger Strings, and as this is a Fruity Loops sample, there's also a MIDI file to set you in the right mindset. A free demo version is included in
the package, as well as a description of the variety of staccato, legato and portamento notes in both the samples themselves and the MIDI arpeggiation. Stereo violin with various reverb effects or total 'drum' stereo. The sounds are taken from ‘Chamber’ and ‘Stage’ patches of Adagio Violins Vol 1. Like its previous Soundfont format version, you can

also play the whole thing as a VST plug-in, choose from a range of convenient factory presets or use your own LFO curves as modulation. The idea behind 'Chamber' and 'Stage' is to capture the ambience of a live string section. 5ec8ef588b
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